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In this paper we define a class C of groupoids on S”( =S x S x ... x S) 
for arbitrary sets S and integers n > 2. For n a prime we give necessary and 
sufficient conditions in order for the binary operation (.) of (P, .) in C to 
generate each of the binary operations (*) for all (S”, *) in C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a non-empty set, rr an integer >, 2, and j(l), j(2),..., j(n) a 
sequence of (not-necessarily distinct) integers such that 1 <j(i) < n, 
i=l ,..., n. AshuJi%ngoperation(s-operation), (.), onP(=S x S x *.. x S) 
is defined as follows: 
(4 ,..., an> * PI ,..., b,) = (h) ,..., ud (1.1) 
for all (a, ,..., a& (b, ,..., b,) in S”, where each iiti) is a fixed element 
either equal to ajci) or bjti) . The elements of S” are called points and the 
groupoid (P, *) is called a point algebra. 
There are (2n)” s-operations on Sn if I S ( > 1. An s-operation (e) is 
called a generating operation if for each other s-operation (*) on S” there 
is a polynomial 8 in (.), (al ,..., a,), (b, ,..., b,) such that 
(a, ,..., 4 * (b, ,..., b,J = fY., (aI ,..., a,), PI ,..., b,)). 
In this case we say (a) generates (*) (or that (*) is generated by (.)). 
In his studies of some properties of point algebras for n = 2 in [I], 
Evans comments on generating operations [l, p. 3641. The main result 
of this paper is thus to give, for n a prime, necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for an s-operation to be a generating operation. The conditions 
provide a practical test for determining whether or not an s-operation 
is a generating operation for a given prime n. 
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The results of this paper are contained in the author’s doctoral disserta- 
tion which was prepared at Emory University under the direction of 
Professor Trevor Evans. The author acknowledges the assistance and 
invaluable criticisms of Professor Evans. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
Before stating the main result we describe two sequences induced by an 
s-operation. Any operation as described in (1.1) induces a (finite) sequence 
of positive integers for each k, 1 < k < n, defined as follows. The positive 
integer,j(k) is the subscript in the k-th place of (lr(r) ,..., njc,,), j(j(k)) is the 
subscript in the j(k)-th place and generally j( j(*** (j(j(k))) a..)) (i + lj’s) 
is the subscript in thej(j(*** (j(j(k))) e..))-th place (i.j’s), for 0 < i <n - 1. 
If we denote j(j(*** (j(k)) ***)) (t j’s) by jt(k) the sequence induced is 
j(k),jz(k),...,jn(k). (2.1) 
We note that 1 < ji(k) < n and that the sequence in (2.1) may or may 
not be a permutation of 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Another sequence induced by the point (lju) ,..., tii(& is 
j(lM2~,.4~). (2.2) 
The main result may now be stated. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let n be a prime and let (a) be an s-operation dejined as 
in (1. l), where 1 S 1 > 1. Then the following three conditions are necessary 
and s@cient for (.) to be a generating operation: 
(i) For some j(i) and some j(k), ijti) = aiti) and kjtk) = bf(lc, in 
the point (lj(r) ,..., n,(,)). 
1 (ii) F 
or some k, 1 < k < n, the sequence in (2.1) is a permutation of 
,-e-9 n. 
(iii) The sequence in (2.2) is a permutation of l,..., n. 
We prove in the next three lemmas, for any n > 2, that an operation (*) 
fails to be a generating operation if any one of the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) 
of Theorem 2.1 fails to hold. In each proof we produce an s-operation 
which cannot be generated by (.). 
LEMMA 2.1. If condition (i) does not hold then (a) is not a generating 
operation. 
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Proof. Suppose in the point (lju) ,.,., nj(,)) all the ijci) belong to exactly 
one of the sets A = {a, ,..., a,} or B = {b, ,..., 6,). Then any product of 
(a, ,**., ~$3 or (b, ,..., b,J’s will be a point containing all coordinates from 
exactly one of the sets A or B. Thus no s-operation whose product involves 
coordinates from both A and B can be generated by (.). 
Before stating the next lemma we introduce some notations. The 
symbol P[(il , k&.., (ir , k,)], will denote any point containing the 
element ii in the kj-th place, j = l,..., Y, where the other coordinates, 
if any, are not stipulated. The kj are not ordered in any particular way. 
Also, in the sequel we will use capital letters, with or without subscripts, 
to denote points. 
LEMMA 2.2. If condition (ii) does not hold then (-) is not a generating 
operation. 
Proof. Suppose for no k, 1 < k < n, is the sequence in (2.1), j(k),..., 
j”(k), a permutation of l,..., n. Since, in particular, j(l),..., jn(1) is not a 
permutation of l,..., n, some one of l,..., n is not a term of this sequence. 
Let t be such an integer and consider any s-operation (*) on S” defined by: 
(4 ,..., 4) * (h ,..., b> = Pt(al ,iU))l. 
We show (*) cannot be generated by (a). Sincej(l),...,j,(l) has n terms 
each of which is a member of the set {l,..., n} - {t} then for some s, 
m > 0, js+“(l) = js(l) where s + m < n. However, noting that 
PKat dlN1 = 4 - 4, where A, or B, is a P[(a, ,,j”(l))], 
P[(a, ,j2(l))] = A, . B, , where A, or B, is a P[(at ,,j3(1))], 
PICat ,N))l = 4 . B, , where A, or B, is a P[(a, , js+l(l))], 
PKat 9j”+m-‘(l>)l = As+,-1 * Bs+m-i , 
where &+m-1 or &+m-l is a PKat ,.iYl))l, 
PKai ,.Hl))l = A,+, . Bsfm, 
where A,+, or Bs+m is a P[(at,.j”+l(l))], etc., 
and that t # jQ(1) for all q, the conclusion follows. 
LEMMA 2.3. If condition (iii) does not hold then (*) is not a generating 
operation. 
Proof. Suppose the sequence in (2.2) is not a permutation of l,..., n. 
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Then let k be an integer, 1 < k < n, not included in the sequence in (2.2) 
Then, for example, the s-operation (*) defined by 
(a, ,‘.‘, 4 * @l ,-*a, bTz> = (a?4 ,a’-, a*) 
cannot be generated by (v) since any product of (a1 ,..., a,)‘~ or (b, ,..., b,)‘s 
under (.) omits ak . 
Thus we have proved the necessity of the three conditions of Theorem 
2.1. We note that the necessity proof did not require that n be prime. 
In order to prove sufficiency of the three conditions we first prove 
Lemmas 2.4 through 2.9. For these lemmas we assume that the three 
conditions of the theorem hold for the s-operation (.), where n is a prime 
and 1 S / > 1, even though we restate that n is prime in lemmas where 
this fact is used. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let j(k) ,..., j”(k) be a permutation of l,..., n. Then 
j”(k) = k. 
ProoJ: Suppose j”(k) # k. Then j”(k) = k for some s < n since k 
is one of I,..., n. Hence js+l(k) = j(k) where s + 1 < n. This is false 
since they(k), i = I,..., n are distinct. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let j(k) ,..., jn(k) be a permutation of I,..., n. Then j(i) ,..., 
jn(i) is a cyclicpermutation ofj(k),...,j”(k)for each i = l,..., n. 
Proof. Since j(k) ,..., j”(k) is a permutation of I,.,., n, j(i) = j”(k) for 
some positive integer s. Hence j2(i) = js+l(k), etc. Generally, j”-“(i) = 
j+l(k), j+“+l(i) = ,j”(k)(=k), jn-8+2(i) = j(k),..., jn(i) = jS-l(k). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let n be a prime and let 1 < k < n. Then the terms of the 
following sequence are distinct: 
k mod n, (2k - 1) mod n ,..., (ik - (i - 1)) mod n ,..., (nk - (n - 1)) mod n 
Proof. Suppose mk - (m - 1) = rk - (r - 1) mod n, where 0 < m, 
r < n. Then (m - r)(k - 1) E 0 mod n. Thus n I (m - r)(k - 1). Since 
0 < k - 1 =C n and n is prime then n j m - r. However, I m - r 1 < n. 
Thus I m - r 1 = 0 and m = r. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let n be a prime and let 1 < i < n and 1 < k < n. Then 
the terms of the following sequence are distinct: 
jkmoda(i),j(2k-l)mOdn(i),...,j(tk-(t-l))mOdn(i),...,j(nk-(n-l))mOdn(i). (2.3) 
Proof. From Lemma 2.6 the superscripts of the terms of the sequence 
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in (2.3) are distinct and if a # b, 0 < u, b < n - 1 then p(i) # jb(i), 
from condition (ii) and Lemma 2.5. We note that in the sequence in (2.3) 
one of the superscripts is 0. In this case and in the sequel, jD(k) = 
k(= .j”W. 
If a point P[(x, i), (y,j)] of Sk is such that there is a polynomial Yin ., 
(a, ,..., as), (b, ,..., b,) where 
PKx, 4, (v,Al = We, (a, ,...> 4, (b, ,..., b,)) 
and such that the x and y of the 6th and j-th places of P[(x, i), (y,j)], 
respectively, originate from a pair of different points on the right side of 
the above equation, then we say x and y split. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let n be a prime and let P[(x, i), (y, j)] be a point of S”. 
Then x and y split. 
Proof. Assume x and y do not split. Then for i # k, 
PKx, 9, (Y, k>l is PKQGN, (Y, AWI * VI or WI * PKx, i(9), (Y, j(W)l, 
PkW (~,Ak))l is PKx,j2(i>), (Y,~~W * v2 or W2 * PKxJ2G)), hj2Wl 
PWn-W, (r,P-l(k))l is PKx, 9, (Y, WI * vn or Wn * f’@, 9, (Y, WI. 
Referring to the definition of(.), 
(4 ,“‘, 4 * (b, v..., bn) = (lm ,..., wn)), 
and to the sets A = {a, ,..., a,} and B = {b, ,..., b,}, we note (using in the 
remainder of the proof of this lemma the symbol c{jt(k)} to denote cjttk) , 
for t = l,..., n and similarly for cjtu)): 
c(j(k)} and c(j(i)) are both in A or both in B, 
c{j2(k)} and c{j2(i)} are both in A or both in B, (2.4) 
c(jn(k)) and c(j”(i)} are both in A or both in B, 
where, from Lemma 2.5, j(i),..., jn(i) is a cyclic permutation ofj(k),..., in(k). 
Thus (since i # k) there is an s, 1 < s < n, such that 
j(i) = j”(k) ,..., jn++l(i) = .j”(k)(= k) ,..., jn(i) = is-l(k). (2.5) 
$32a/r1/1-7 
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We note in (2.5) that for each r, 1 < r < n, p(i) = ,j[s+(l-l)lmodn(k). 
From Lemma 2.7 the terms of the sequence 
j(k),jsmodn(k),j(Zs-1) mod% ( k ),..., j[(n--l)S-(n-2)lmOdn(k) (2.6) 
are distinct, noting that j(k) = j (ns-(n-l))modn(k) in the sequence (2.3). 
Using (2.5) and (2.6) we may restate (2.4) (with the n statements in a 
possibly different order) as: 
c{j(k)} and c{jsmodn(k)} are both in A or both in B, 
c{js”Od”(k)> and ~{j(~~-~)~~d~(k)} are both in A or both in B, (2.7) 
c{j[(“-1)s-(n-2)lmodn(k)} and c(j(k)} are both in A or both in B. 
Thus from (2.7) we deduce that 
c(j(k)}, c{jsmodyk)}, c{j(zs-l)modn(k)},..., c(j[(n-l)s-(la-2)lmodn(k)} 
are all in A or all in B, that is, c( j(k)),..., c(j”(k)) are all in A or all in B. 
Since {j(k),..., j”(k)} = {j(l),..., j(n)} this means c{j(l)},..., c{j(n)} are all 
in A or all in B. This contradicts condition (i) of Theorem 2.1. Hence x 
and y split. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let n be a prime and let i, k, be integers such that 1 < i, 
k < n. Then ifx = (a, ,..., a,) there is a polynomial O(., x) such that 
tl(., x) = P[(a, , k)] for some P[(a, , k)]. 
Proof. Since j(k),..., j”(k)(= k) is a permutation of l,..., n there is an 
integer s, 1 < s < n such that i = ,j”(k). Let x be denoted by P[(a, , i)] = 
P[(a, , j”(k))]. Then 
x2 = P[(ai , js-l(k))] = A, for some P[(ai ,j@(k))], either x . A, or A, . x 
is P[(a, , js-2(k))] = A2 for some P[(a, , js-2(k))], 
either x . Asvl or A,-1 . x is P[(ai , k)] = A, for some P[(ai , k)]. 
Thus A, is a product of x’s. Let O(., x) = A, . Hence 
O(., x) = P[(a, , k)] for some P[(a, , k)]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (sufficiency). Let (*) be an s-operation defined by 
(6 ,..., an) * (b, ,..., b,J = (dl ,..., d,) = D 
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for all (a, ,..., a,), (b, ,..., b,) in S”. In particular each di is in {al ,..., a,> 
or VI ,..., b,). By a simple induction argument, applying Lemma 2.8, 
we see D can be written as a product (under (e)) of points P,[(d, , k,)],..., 
PnKdn , kJl, P,+l ,..., Pt with the following properties: for i = l,..., n, 
Pi[(di , kJ] is a point containing di in its ki-th place and such that, after 
carrying out the multiplication of these points, the di in the i-th place of D 
originated from the ki-th place of Pi . (The other places of Pi[(di , ki)] 
are of course arbitrary.) If there are any other points P,,, ,.,., Pt in this 
product they are arbitrary and hence we let each of these be (a, ,..., a,). 
Since in each PJ(di , ki)], i = I,..., n, the other il - 1 places are arbitrary, 
we see from Lemma 2.9 there are polynomials O,(., x) (where x is (a, ,..., a,) 
or (6, ,..., 6,)) such that 
e,(*, x) = P[(d, , ki)] for some P[(d, , ki)]. 
Thus we conclude there is a polynomial O(*, (a, ,..., e,), (b, ,..., b,)) such 
that 
(4 ,..., 4 = ‘4.3 (a, ,..., 4, (b, ,..., b,)). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
3. A RELATED RESULT 
THEOREM 3.1. Let n > 1 and not a prime. There is an s-operation, (a), 
satisfying conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 2.1 and such that (*) is 
not a generating operation. 
Proof. Let n = xy, x, y integers and x > 2 and y > 2. Let k = x + 1. 
Consider the n-termed sequence 
(k + 1) mod n, 2k mod n ,..., (qk - (q - 2)) mod n ,..., 
(nk - (n - 2)) mod n (= 2). (3.1) 
The terms of the sequence in (3.1) are not distinct. In particular, 
((Y + l)k - (Y - 1)) = (k + 1) mod n, 
where clearly y + 1 < n. We construct an s-operation, (*), as follows: 
(4 ,-.-, an) - (b, 3.-.s bn) = h > ~3 ,..., c, , 4, 
where ci = ui for each i in the sequence of (3.1) and cj = b, for each j 
not a member of the sequence. Clearly (c, , c3 ,..., c, , cl) contains both ai 
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and bj terms. It is easily seen that the s-operation, (*), satisfies conditions 
(i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 2.1. We now show that no point, P[(ul , 2), 
(6, , k + l)], will split under (v). This is seen easily since by construction 
of (.), if i andj occur in the same column of the array 
2 3 ,..*, I,..., n - k + 1, n - k + 2,..., 1 
k + 1 k + 2 ,..., k + (i - 1) ,..., n, I,..., k, 
then either c( = ai and ci = ai or ci = bi and cj = bj . That is, the 
following situation occurs (where k + i below means (k + i) mod n): 
PKal ,2), (6, , k + 111 is VI 1 JWl , 31, (b, , k + 31 or 
P[@l, 3), (6,) k + 2)1- f'l, 
P[h , 3), (b, k + 2)lis v2 . PKal, 4), (b,, k + 311 or 
PItal, 4), (b,, k + 311 . v,, 
P[(Q, 11, (bl , 41 is V, * P[h ,2), (b, , k + 111 or 
fW, ,219 @I , k 4 111 . f’n . 
Hence it follows that (*) is not a generating operation since, in particular, 
no operation (*) defined by 
(4 ,**., 4 * (h,..., bn) = P[(Q ,2)9 (b, 7 k + 111 
can be generated by (.). 
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